Medical terms borrowed from Arabic to Turkish: An assessment of phonetic changes and semantic relationships
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Abstract
Information transfer occurs between societies for various reasons, mostly political and social relations such as migration, war and trade. Instead of giving a name to the innovations learned during this transfer, sometimes the source language’s words are borrowed in the target language. Language is one of the most critical factors influenced by Turkish-Arab relations, which have a history of nearly fourteen centuries. During this period, word translations occurred in many fields, from Turkish to Arabic and from Arabic to Turkish. One of these fields is medicine, where the Arabic language has been dominant for a long time in Islamic civilization. It is seen that many Arabic medical terms are used in Turkish, as they have been influenced by the works and practices of many medical scholars in the Arab world. In this study, medical words that passed from Arabic to Turkish were determined. These words were examined in terms of phonetic events and semantic, and the effect of Arabic on Turkish medical terminology was revealed.
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1. Introduction

Language forms the basis of human relations. In community life, people share their knowledge and products. This sharing takes place between communities speaking both the same language and a different language. Languages can also influence each other while sharing information and products. This interaction between languages is often seen in word borrowing. Thereby, word transitions from other languages to Turkish, and many Turkish words were passed to other languages. Significantly, there have been word transitions between Arabic and Turkish in many fields such as religion, culture and politics. One of these areas is medicine, which studies the treatment of diseases and ailments throughout human history.

It is an inevitable fact that there is an interaction between all languages of the world. Some borrowed words are used in the other language's words pool as used with some minor changes. Words taken from another language are made appropriate by making the necessary changes according to the target
language's sound structure. It is seen that there are differences in terms of meaning and phonetics in words borrowed from Arabic to Turkish.

It is seen that many medical terms were borrowed from Arabic to Turkish in particular. However, there have been changes in terms of phonetic and semantic during the use of these terms in Turkish. These changes can also create semantic problems in the use of terms. Therefore, this study clarifies by presenting data on the use of the identified terms in both languages.

1.1. Literature review

The Arabic language began to play an active role in medicine with the rise of Islam in the 7th century and the opening of translator’s schools in Damascus and Baghdad by Khalīfah al Mansūr (d.158 / 775) (Erten, 2016: 32). The influence of Arabic has been observed in medical terms for a long time. One of the fundamental reasons for this Arabic influence is that the famous physician Ibn-i Sīnā (ابن سينا) (980-1037), who was called Avicenna in the West, wrote his studies in this language. Also, er-Rāzi, Fārābī, and Bīrūnī, who lived between 9th.-11th centuries, wrote their studies in Arabic and Persian (Cankur, 2002: 33). The scholars of this period have contributed significantly to medical education and the identification of various diseases, drug marketing with chemical methods and the development of surgical techniques. Turkish Medicine used in the Ottoman Empire in the 14th century was a continuation of Seljuk and Islamic Medicine. Eastern and Islamic features continued to be important in the Ottoman period. In the 17th century, Ottoman medicine was influenced by classical Islamic medical books and eastern Medicine. The Ottoman Civilization's language was a mixture of Arabic and Persian, and science was Arabic (Erten, 2016).

In Turkey, the medical education language has been in French for 31 years, and Arabic, Persian and French terms were used in the medical field until 1929 (Arslantaş, 2012: 3). The influence of Turkish on the Turkish Physician Language has been observed since the 13th century. Physicians such as Tabīb Şemseddin (1622-1648) and Şanızāde Mehmet Ataullah (1771-1826), who lived in the Ottoman period, produced studies in which Arabic, Turkish and Latin equivalents were included. Tokatlı Mustafa, while translating Ibn-i Sīnā's Law (Law of Medicine), wrote Arabic origin words as they were. In time, many dictionaries including medical terms were written (Kayar, 2002: 43). Although the medical terms are tried to be translated into Turkish, when we look at the medical terms used today, they are generally of foreign origin. Especially Latin is the language that dominates the medical language. Also, there are medical terms used in Arabic origin.

For a language to keep up with the times, it must meet the new concepts and the meanings of foreign language terms that don’t have the translation. Terms that have no equivalent in the dictionary in a foreign language are used in the target language by borrowing (Kayar, 2002: 42). Borrowing is when a language takes words from another language and can be seen at the level of word, phoneme, morpheme, syntax in every language (İmer, 2011: 199). When a language borrows from other languages, it is not always the way it was initially, it can be adapted to its sound structure with some changes (Yıldız, 1999: 323). The borrowing rate in Turkish was between 1-12% before Islam and increased to 13-28% since the 10th century, depending on the influence of Islam and Arabic. In the 16th century, this rate reached 54-65% (Kayar, 2002: 38). According to statistics, it is seen that many words are borrowed from Arabic to Turkish. These terms also include medical terms. During this borrowing, words suffered from meaning narrowing, meaning expansion and various sound events.

Words are units that have meanings on their own or become meaningful when used in sentences. On the other hand, terms are the words that describe a specific meaning or concept in particular fields such as science, art, profession and business (Cankur, 2002: 29). Learning the scientific language and grammatical structures of these terms makes it easier for people to master the meanings they contain.
while using these terms. As a result of this, the person gets the opportunity to dominate the field by assimilating the structure, meaning, formation and usage of words (Toprak and Akkın, 1993). Changes in languages are a sociological change.

For this reason, texts written in research areas such as history, anthropology and sociology are referred. Language relationships are usually the result of languages copying expressions (Akar, 2010: 10). In this study, medical terms that passed from Arabic to Turkish were evaluated in terms of phonetic changes and semantic relations. Literature review / Theoretical background

1.2. Research questions

As this study aims to examine the phonetic events and meaning relationships of words passed from Arabic to Turkish in medical terminology, the research questions were formed in the light of this endeavor. The research questions are presented as follows:

What are the borrowed words from Arabic to Turkish in the field of medicine?

What are the phonetic changes in the borrowed words pass from Arabic to Turkish in the field of medicine?

What are the semantic relationships in the borrowed words passed from Arabic to Turkish in the field of medicine?

2. Method

2.1. Purpose of the Research

In this study, medical terms are discussed from a linguistic perspective. The determined terms are examined based on phonetic, semantic and etymology. It is essential to know the logic of words borrowed from another language and the stages of their changes in order to use them more consciously. This research will help to learn the roots and structures of terminological words and has a command of their meanings while using the terms.

The medical terms in the dictionary determined for data analysis were analyzed, and the determined medical terms were interpreted by considering their meanings in Arabic and Turkish dictionaries. Two steps were followed during the interpretation of the data. Firstly, the data obtained were discussed in terms of sound events. In the second step, these data were examined in terms of meanings and meanings used in Arabic and Turkish.

2.2. Limitation of the Research

The words examined in the research are limited to the terms of the medical field. The Turkish and Arabic dictionaries were examined, and Türkçe-Arapça Kapsamlı Sözlük (2008), which is rich in content and scope, was determined as the source to determine as a source for determining the words. This work was studied only in terms of medical terms, and other terms that have passed from Arabic to Turkish were not included in the study. In this study, only the words specific to medicine were considered, and the words belonging to the medicinal plants and stones used for therapeutic purposes weren’t mentioned.

2.3. Research Method

The document analysis method was used in the research as method. Türkçe-Arapça Kapsamlı Sözlük (2008) was used to determine the words in the field of medicine. Also, Mu'cemu'l-
Lugat’-Arabiyyeti’l-Mu‘şura (2008), Lisânu’l-Arab (1996), el-Mu’cemu’l-Vaşît (1996), Arapça-Türkçe Sözlük (2013), and Türk Dils Kurumu Türkçe Sözlük (2005) were used to determine the phonetic changes of the words, the meanings of the words in the source language and their meanings and definitions in the target language.

3. Results

The data obtained from the research were discussed in two main titles as phonetic changes and semantic relationships. The phonetic changes in words were examined under subheadings, and each word was evaluated separately in terms of semantic relations.

3.1. Phonetic Changes in The Borrowed Words from Arabic to Turkish

In this section, the words of medical terminology that borrowed from Arabic to Turkish and many of which are still used today are evaluated in terms of phonics and categorized and interpreted within the scope of phonetic changes.

3.1.1. Vowel / Consonant in The Borrowed Words from Arabic to Turkish

One of the phonetic changes encountered in Turkish words is vowel/consonant changes. Since the same consonants are side by side in Turkish and pronunciation difficulties, while Arabic words in this structure are passed to Turkish, one of these consonants is deleted. The main reason for the change of vowels and consonants is consonants that have no counterpart in Turkish; some consonants and vowels depending on the preferences of communities in the formation of dialects (Mustafa et al, 2013).

Looking at the terms in general, it is seen that ”يّ، غ، ع، ء، ة” sounds have a decrease in sound. For example; While the word طبّ (ṭıbb) was borrowed to Turkish, it suffered a few phonemes to make it suitable for the sound characteristic of Turkish. First of all, because two consonants do not come together in Turkish, one of the two ”b” consonants sounds in the word ”ṭıbb” deleted and became “tıp”.

There is no equivalent of Ġayn (غ) sound in Turkish. Therefore, while Arabic words with the sound of Ġayn (غ) pass into Turkish, the sound of Ġayn (غ) in the word is deleted. For example, the sound ”غ” in the word ”عسَّر” was deleted, and the word became ”عسّر”. Also, in words containing the sound of “اَين” (ع) this sound is deleted. In some similar words, the sound (ع) corresponds with the letter “a” without losing the sound. In the word ”مَايْدِه” (māide) in the table, the sound of “اَين” (ع) was deleted, and it was passed into Turkish as ”mide”. However, the word ”ماُكَدِه” (makate) was not interrupted by consonant deletion, the sound of “اَين” corresponded with the letter “a” in Turkish. Besides, ”ثَابِنْ” (t abide) that is at the end of the word was deleted and turned into ”makat”, since Turkish words do not end with the sound ”d”, the word was used as ”makat” by obeying the consonant harmony rule ”d > t”.

Singularity (tekleşme) is the fall of one of the two consonants of the same type and side-by-side in the borrowed words to be adapted to the language's sound characteristic. For example, ”امْلِيْعّ” - ”امْلِيْع”. This harmony is also observed in the medical field words that are borrowed from Arabic to Turkish. For example; ”دَهْلِيَّة” (dehliye) > ”دَهْلِيَّة”, ”حَسْسَاسِيْ” (hassasise) > hassasiyet and ”امْلِيْع” (amliye) > ameliyat. The words that received elision or consonant deletion are included in the table below:
Table 1. Vowel/consonant in the borrowed words from Arabic to Turkish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Medical Terms</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Sound Event</th>
<th>Mean in Turkish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>طبّ</td>
<td>bbb</td>
<td>b &gt; p / bb &gt; b</td>
<td>Tıp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>إستفراغ</td>
<td>ġ &gt; x</td>
<td>İstifra (etmek)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ميّدة</td>
<td>a’&gt;x</td>
<td>Mide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مقعدة</td>
<td>d &gt; t</td>
<td>Makat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>لاختياء</td>
<td>yy &gt; y</td>
<td>Dâhiliye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حساسية</td>
<td>yy&gt; y</td>
<td>Hassâsiyet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عملية</td>
<td>yy &gt; y</td>
<td>Ameliyat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3.1.2. Epenthesis in The Borrowed Words from Arabic to Turkish
Vowel derivation is mostly seen in words that have passed from foreign languages to Turkish. A syntax that does not obey the Turkish pronunciation and spelling rule is converted into an appropriate form. Binary but not identical consonant clusters at the end of the borrowed words, contrary to Turkish phonetics' harmony, are divided by adding a suitable vowel in the word's simple pronunciation (Demircan, 2015). In Arabic and Persian-origin words that there is a continuous or discontinuous consonant at the end of the word, a vowel letter is added between these two letters to facilitate the pronunciation of the last two consonants. For example, words borrowed from Arabic such as “batn” (بطن), “kabḍ” (قبض), “fītq” (فتق) are used in the form of “batın, zihin, kabız, fıtık" by adding a vowel to the second syllable of these words. In addition, some words end with the letter "e". The existence of a masculine and feminine structure in Arabic also affects the use of words. The word hâmil (حامل), which is used as feminine in Arabic, is used in Turkish as “hamile” by adding the vowel letter “e” to the end of the word. The epenthesis changes in words passed from Arabic to Turkish are included in the table below:

Table 2. Epenthesis in the borrowed words from Arabic to Turkish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Medical Terms</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Sound Event</th>
<th>Turkish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>حامل</td>
<td>ġâmil</td>
<td>+ e</td>
<td>Hamile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عقل</td>
<td>'Aḵl</td>
<td>+ ı</td>
<td>Akıl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>هضم</td>
<td>Ha m</td>
<td>+ ı</td>
<td>Hazım</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قبض</td>
<td>Kab</td>
<td>+ ı</td>
<td>Kabız</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نبض</td>
<td>Nab</td>
<td>+ ı</td>
<td>Nabız</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نقل</td>
<td>Nakl</td>
<td>+ ı</td>
<td>Nakıl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فتق</td>
<td>Fıtq</td>
<td>+ ı</td>
<td>Fıtık</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>رحم</td>
<td>Raḥm</td>
<td>+i</td>
<td>Rahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذين</td>
<td>ihn</td>
<td>+ i</td>
<td>Zihin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عضو</td>
<td>'Uv</td>
<td>+ u</td>
<td>Uzuv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.3. Consonant Harmony in The Borrowed Words from Arabic to Turkish

There are no consonants "b, c, d, g" at the end of Turkish words. In borrowed words, these consonants are adapted to Turkish rules and transformed into "p, ç, t, k" and are pronounced and written as such. In words that passed from Arabic to Turkish and have the same two consonants side by side, one of the consonants is deleted and is used with a single consonant (Erdem, 2013: 94). However, if the suffix that starts with a vowel sound is added to these words, the consonant will be twinned at the end of the word. For example, his (hissi), tp (tıbbi).

According to the stated rule, the words ṭıbb, ḵalb, iltihâb, ṭabîb undergo "b>p" receives consonant harmony and change as tıp, kalp, iltihâp, tabip. The words cesed, cild, vücutd receives "d>t" consonant harmony and change as ceset, cilt, vücut. Also, the words felc and ḵilâc receives "c>ç" consonant harmony and change as felç and ilâç. The consonant harmony changes in words borrowed from Arabic to Turkish are listed in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Medical Terms</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Sound Event</th>
<th>Turkish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>طَبّ</td>
<td>ṭıbb</td>
<td>b &gt; p / bb &gt; b</td>
<td>Tıp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>طَبيب</td>
<td>abîb</td>
<td>b &gt; p</td>
<td>Tabip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قَلب</td>
<td>alb</td>
<td>b &gt; p</td>
<td>Kalp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>إلتهاب</td>
<td>iltihâb</td>
<td>b &gt; p</td>
<td>İltihap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جَّسَد</td>
<td>Cesed</td>
<td>d &gt; t</td>
<td>Ceset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وُجْدَ</td>
<td>Vucûd</td>
<td>d &gt; t</td>
<td>Vücut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جَلَد</td>
<td>Cild</td>
<td>d &gt; t</td>
<td>Cilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عَلَجَ</td>
<td>Felc</td>
<td>c &gt; ç</td>
<td>Felç</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>ĵ{lâc}</td>
<td>c &gt; ç</td>
<td>İlaç</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.4. Vowel Harmony in The Borrowed Words from Arabic to Turkish

“There are three vocals in Arabic, long and short forms: “a, u, i (â, ü, i)”. However, the vocals of Arabic origin words in Turkish have been increased, and these words' vocals have been increased to eight. There are changes in the short vocals and the short “a” of Arabic is "a, e" in Turkish; The short “u” of Arabic is "u, ü, o, ö" in Turkish; The short “i” of Arabic is "i, ı" in Turkish. The short "a" is generally made to the form of "e" in Turkish. However, if there is a phonetic reason that does not need to change the word structure, it remains as a. The word “ḥakîm” (حكيم) is used in Turkish as “hekim” according to its great vowel harmony. The short “u” generally turns into "ü" in Turkish, but if there is no element in the word that disrupts the vowel harmony, it remained as “u”, rarely it was changed to "o" or "ö". For example, the word mushil (مسهل) fell into a great vowel harmony and became “müshil”. Short “i” is generally unchanged, but sometimes it is converted to “ı” because the words' letters are bold. As for the long vocals, they did not change vocally but were shortened in many words. It is also generally pronounced short in closed syllables. In addition to this, it should be known that غ, ع, ظ, م, ض, ص, ح, خ consonants and thick vocals around them are elements that preserve thickness” (Ergin, 2010: 28). The word “fetîl” (فتيل) stated in the table below has been transformed into “fitil” by changing e> i, as it provides convenience in terms of pronunciation.

Vocals in Arabic are insufficient for Turkish. In Turkish, a few vocals correspond to a sign. In Arabic, the letters ا, ر, ت, ي are used for vocals. The equivalents of Arabic vocals are as follows in Turkish: > a, e; > o, ö, u, ü; > u, ü; > a, e. For example, in the word “nevbe” (نوبة), the vocal of "vav" (و)
corresponded to "ö" and passed into Turkish as “nöbet”. The words with vowel harmony are listed in the table below:

**Table 4. Vowel harmony in the borrowed words from Arabic to Turkish**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Medical Terms</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Sound Event</th>
<th>Turkish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مسحول</td>
<td>Mushil</td>
<td>u &gt; ü</td>
<td>Müşhil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فتقول</td>
<td>Fetil</td>
<td>e &gt; i</td>
<td>Fitil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نوبة</td>
<td>Nevbe</td>
<td>v (u sesi) &gt; ö</td>
<td>Nöbet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حكيم</td>
<td>akim</td>
<td>a &gt; e</td>
<td>Hekim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.5. The Unaltered Words in Terms of Phonetic

There is no sound event in some words that are borrowed from Arabic to Turkish. The reason is that some Arabic words are made up of letters corresponding to Turkish. Although these words do not have their exact equivalents in borrowing to Turkish, it is accepted that they do not change their letters during borrowing. For example, the sounds [k/q], [t/d], [z/d/ç], [th/s/ch], [h/h/x] correspond to a single sound in Turkish. The sounds of "ع" (ʿ) and "ء" (ʾ) were also voiced in Turkish without any change. Consequently, the words were included in the group of words do not suffer from sound because the sounds in words were not changed during passing to Turkish in the light of the above information. It is seen that words with long vowels such as "جرّاح، إسهال، شفاء، معاينة" are used by turning the long vowel into short vowel during their passing to Turkish. The words that do not change their voice are listed in the table below:

**Table 5. The unaltered words in terms of phonetic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Medical Terms</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Phonetic Change</th>
<th>Turkish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>صفراء</td>
<td>afrâ’</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Safra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جراح</td>
<td>Cerrâḥ</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Cerrah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>إسهال</td>
<td>İshâl</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>İshal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>طبلة</td>
<td>Kitle</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Kitle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ورم</td>
<td>Verem</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Verem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>شفاء</td>
<td>Şifâ’</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Şifâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تسعة</td>
<td>Meşâne</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Mesane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حرارة</td>
<td>arâra</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Hararet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>معاينة</td>
<td>Muʿayene</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Muayene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بزغام</td>
<td>Balgam</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Balgam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قزمام</td>
<td>Cüzzâm</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Cüzzam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بسورة</td>
<td>Bâsûr</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Basur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حمامة</td>
<td>ummâ</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Humma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بديع</td>
<td>Tedâvi</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Tedavi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نزلة</td>
<td>Nezle</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Nezle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. The Semantic Relationships in the Borrowed Words from Arabic to Turkish

In this part of the research, medical words passed from Arabic to Turkish were evaluated according to their Turkish meanings and their uses in Arabic and Turkish. Each word was analyzed separately. The verbs from which the words are derived and their etymology and semantic relationships are mentioned in detail.

3.2.1. Akıl (عقل / Mind)
The verb عَقَلَ ‘akale means "to imprison, to keep in Arabic. In addition, it is seen that the verb عَقَلَ ‘akale is used in expressions of tongue-tie as in the statement حَجَتَ لِمَشْرَعِينَ (korkudan dili tutuldu) and tying the camel (عَقَلَ البعي Omar, 2008: 1531). In the hadith, a man asked: أَتَعْقِلُ نَاقَتَي وَأَتَوْكِلْ أَمْؤَقِلْهَا وأَتَوْكِلْ؟ وَيَتَعْقِلُ النَّاسَ? O Rasulallah! Should I tie the camel and trust in God, or should I let go and trust? The Prophet Hz. Muhammed commanded: Tie so trust! (Tirmizî, 1998: 60). As seen in the hadith, the verb عَقَلَ ‘akale is used to mean to tie a camel. As seen in the example, عَقَلَ ‘akale has been taken as restraining. In Arabic, the infinitive (عَقُل) of this verb is used to mean the power of thinking, understanding and comprehension. It is seen that the word عَقَلَ ‘akale, which has many meanings, passed to Turkish as "memory, power of thinking".

3.2.2. Âmâ (أعمى / Blind)
The word "âmâ" is derived from the verb عَمِيَ ‘amiye, which means "to be blind, unsee (غَيْرُ البَصَرِ)" (Güneş, 2013: 818; Omar, 2008: 1558). The word "âmâ", which means "visually impaired" in Turkish, is used with its meaning in Arabic.

3.2.3. Ameliyat (عمليّة / Surgery)
The word "ameliyat" is derived from the word عَمِلَ ‘amile, which means "to do, to process, to work, to deal". The word عَمِلَ ‘amile, which is the adjective form of the word عَمِلَ ‘amile, means work-related and practical, and has become عَمَلْيَةٌ ‘ameliyye by conjugating according to mastar-ı sınıî form of the verb عَمِلَ ‘amile. The word عَمَلْيَةٌ ‘ameliyye in Arabic means job, action, activity; operation in military terminology and surgery, surgical operation in medical terminology, and in Turkish, it means surgical cutting and suturing procedure applied for the purpose of treatment on the patient (TDK, 2005: 89). The word عَمَلْيَةٌ ‘ameliyye passed into Turkish as "ameliyat" (surgery) to be used in the field of medicine.
3.2.4. **Balgam (بلغم / Phlegm)**

The word "phlegm" (بلغم) originated in Arabic means the slimy substance (لُعاب مختلط بالمخاط الخارج من المسالك التنفسية) secreted by the respiratory organs and is used in the same sense in Arabic and Turkish (TDK, 2005; Omar, 2008).

3.2.5. **Basur (باسور / Hemorrhoids)**

The word "basur" is derived from the verb بُسِرَ busira, which means to have hemorrhoids, and it means an inflammation in the anus (باسور هو التهاب في الشرج) in Arabic (Omar, 2008: 202). In Turkish, the word "basur" means varicose veins and hemorrhoids that are caused by the enlargement of the veins formed in the lower part of the large intestine and anus (TDK, 2005: 208).

3.2.6. **Batın (بطن / Abdomen)**

The word "batın" and "abdomen" are still used for the part of the trunk between the chest and pelvis regions.

3.2.7. **Cenin (جنين / Fetus)**

The word "cenin"; It derives from the Arabic verb جَن cenne, which means "to cover, to hide, to wrap (ستَرَه)." Also, the word "cenin" (جنين) was conjugated according to sıfat-ı müşebbehe (the quasi participle form). "Cenin" is used in Arabic and Turkish to mean "fetus, embryo in the womb until the eighth week" (بارود الثامن ثمرة الحمل في الرحم حتى نهاية) (TDK, 2005: 358; Omar, 2008: 408).

3.2.8. **Cerrah (جرّاح / Surgeon)**

The word "cerrah" is derived from the verb جَرَحَ (to injure), and it has become جُرَاح cerrâh by conjugating according to فَعّال fa’âl (who does much work), which is one of mübâlağa ism-i fâil (exaggeration form of active participle) forms in Arabic grammar. The word جرح in Arabic medical language is used for operations such as cutting, removing, stitching the body and organs that the surgeon performs in surgery. The word "cerrah" (جرّاح / surgeon), which derives from this verb, is defined in Turkish with its meaning in Arabic as "the person operating".

3.2.9. **Ceset (جسد / Corpse)**

The word "ceset" is used in Arabic both as جسم (bod, body, the part felt in the living being) and جثة (cadaver, corpse) (Omar, 2008: 373). However, the word passed into Turkish with a narrowing of its meaning and it is only used in the meaning of "cadaver", "dead body", "body" (TDK, 2005: 361).

3.2.10. **Cilt (جلد / Skin)**

The word "cilt" derives from the verb جَلَد celede, which means to whip, beat, throw a stick (ضربه بالسوط) (Mustafa & Zeyyât, 1996: 129). In the Arabic dictionary, the word جِلْد (skin) is defined as the thin surface covering the body of humans or animals (ترقية تُقلب تشيلي جسم الإنسان و الحيوان مميزة و هي جلد عليه و هي قشرة) (Omar, 2008: 382). It was passed into Turkish as "ten" (TDK, 2005: 370). Also, the word "cilt" is used in Arabic and Turkish to mean leather, cloth or paper covers used to cover materials such as books, notebooks, and magazines. The word "cildiye", which is derived from this word, passed into Turkish in the sense of dermatologist, department of dermatology.

3.2.11. **Cüzam (جذّام / Leprosy)**

The word "cüzam" is derived from the verb جَذَمَ cezeme, which means "to cut, cut off (organs, limbs etc.)" (Güneş, 2013: 149). In the Turkish dictionary, "cüzam" is used to mean "lepra, an infectious skin disease caused by the hansen bacillus" (TDK, 2005: 378). The words جَذَمَ and مِجْذُوم mezızüm, which are derived from the verb جذّام, mean "crippled, crippled, cut off hand or finger". In the light of these words, it is understood that this disease was seen among Arabs and in Arabia before Islam (DIA, 1993: 2008).
It is seen that the word "cüzzam" is used considering that it describes the color changes and other symptoms that are signs of the disease appearing on the skin.

3.2.12. Dahiliye (داخليّة / Internal Medicine)
The word “dahiliye” is derived from the verb دَخَلَ deḫale, which means "to enter somewhere, to participate". The verb دَخَلَ deḫale has become دَخَلَية dahiliye by conjugating according to masdar-ı sınâî (inside, included) derived from this verb. The word “dahiliye” is generally used in meaning “internal affairs in the state government” in Arabic. It is also used in meaning “the department of internal diseases of the patient, the branch of medicine related to internal diseases of the body” in Turkish (TDK, 2005: 462; Omar, 2008: 727). The word “dahiliye” refers to the inner part of the human body where organs are located.

3.2.13. Deva (دواء / Cure), Tedavi (تداوي / Treatment)
The words “devâ” and “tedavi” are derived from the Arabic verb دَوَى devâ (صوّت بشدة making a loud sound, making a thunderbolt sound) (Omar, 2008; Güneş, 2009). The word “deva” (دواء), which means medicine and cure, is used in the same meaning in Arabic and Turkish. Also, the word “tedavi” (تداوي) was conjugated according to reflexivity form ا_ftiʿal. In Turkish, “tedavi” is defined as curing the disease, solving health problems, and treating (TDK, 2005: 1929). In Turkish, this word is used in the sequences of "tedavi etmek" and "tedavi olmak".

3.2.14. Felç (فَلْچَ / Paralysis)
The word “felç”, which is defined as stroke in Turkish and being unable to do a job (TDK, 2005: 686), is the infinitive of the verb فَلَجَ fettleqa, which means شقّه, قسّمه (to split, divide into two) in Arabic. The term meaning of the word is "split, crack, split". In the field of medicine, this word is inspired by its origin and means "the failure of a part of the human body to function, that is, a part of the body becoming independent from the body (paralysis)". In Turkish, the phrase "felç olmak" is used for this problem.

3.2.15. Fıtık (فَتِّيَكَ / Hernia)
The word "fitık" is derived from the verb فَتَتَيْكَ fetteka, which means "to remove the seams of the dress, to split (قَطْعَ) to separate" (Güneş, 2013: 874). In Arabic, it is used to mean the split between two things and a protrusion that formed in a part of the intestines in the cavity of the abdominal wall (معاء من فتحة في جدار البطن TDK, 2005; Omar, 2008). The word “fitık” (فَتِّيَكَ) which means "a part of the internal organs usually passes the abdominal wall of the intestine and causes a swelling under the skin like a tumor, shin, half" passed to Turkish as a medical term. The expression "fitık olmak" is used metaphorically among the public to mean to feel great distress, be devastated, and be helpless.

3.2.16. Fitil (فَتِّيِلَ / Bougie)
The word "fitil" corresponds with the word فِتِّيَلَ fetil/fetile in Arabic. The word derives from the Arabic verb فَتَتَيْلَ fetetle (bending, twisting a rope, etc.). The verb فَتَتَيْلَ fetetle was conjugated according to fa’il “ṣfat-ı mişebbehe” (the quasi participle) form expressing shape and beauty. The word فِتِّيَلَ fetil with the meaning of "bougie" is used as "fitil" by undergoing a sound change into Turkish.

3.2.17. Gargara (غُرْغَرَ / Gargle)
The word "gargara" is the infinitive of the verb غَرْغَرَ gərərər, which means "boil’s sound (water, etc.) (الصوت عند الغليان)" and to gargle (Güneş, 2013: 845; Omar, 2008: 1609). In the Turkish dictionary, "gargara" means "rinsing the mouth or throat with water or other liquid" (TDK, 2005: 727). This liquid, which is used as a medical term, is used as mouthwash. Also, mouthwash is the name given to the liquid used in this action. In addition, the expression "gargaraya getirmek" is used for "bring into disorder" and "distract attention" in Turkish.
The word “hafıza” was the conjugation of the verb حفّز (to protect, to hide) according to müennes ism-i fā’il form. The word حفّز (fa’i) hâfıza means "who protects, hides, preserves something". “Hafıza” is used in Turkish to mean “mind” and “memory” which means the place where ideas and thoughts are accumulated and stored. In addition, the word حفّز (fa’i) hâfiz is derived from this root and means the person who memorizes the Qur'an, that is, protects and hides it in his mind.

The word "hâmil" is the conjugation of the Arabic verb حَمِلَ (be pregnant). It also has abstract meanings such as حَمِيلَةُ (to love and anger), حَميم (to feel, to sense) and حَمَي (to protect the Quran) that is حَمی (he protected it). This word has passed into Turkish with the meaning of its use in Arabic. However, since this word is specific to women only, تا marbuta (i), which is a feminine suffix, is not added to the end of the word. The word is used in the form of حامّل hâmil. However, this word passed into Turkish as “hamile” by adding the suffix تا marbuta (i).

The word "hazım" is the infinitive of the Arabic verb حُسِّسَ (to feel, to sense) and حَسَّاسَ (sensitive, gentle and meticulous). The word حَسّاسة حَسّاس is conjugation of the verb حَسَّاس (exaggeration form of active participle) form and it means sensitive, gentle and meticulous. The conjugation of the word according to مبالغة اسم فاعل forms. This form gives words meanings as “most” or “many”. The word حَسّاس hakim is used in many ways, is used in Turkish with the meaning of "person, doctor, philosopher, doctor." (Güneş, 2013: 262). The word "hekim", which is used in many ways, is used in Turkish with the meaning of "person, doctor, physician who diagnoses diseases in people and treats them with drugs or some tools" (TDK, 2005: 874).

The word "hâmil" is the conjugation of the Arabic verb حَمِلَ (be pregnant). It also has abstract meanings such as حَمِيلَةُ (to love and anger), حَميم (to feel, to sense) and حَمَي (to protect the Quran) that is حَمی (he protected it). This word has passed into Turkish with the meaning of its use in Arabic. However, since this word is specific to women only, تا marbuta (i), which is a feminine suffix, is not added to the end of the word. The word is used in the form of حامّل hâmil. However, this word passed into Turkish as “hamile” by adding the suffix تا marbuta (i).

The word "hâmil" is derived from حَمِلَ (be pregnant). It also has abstract meanings such as حَمِيلَةُ (to love and anger), حَميم (to feel, to sense) and حَمَي (to protect the Quran) that is حَمی (he protected it). This word has passed into Turkish with the meaning of its use in Arabic. However, since this word is specific to women only, تا marbuta (i), which is a feminine suffix, is not added to the end of the word. The word is used in the form of حامّل hâmil. However, this word passed into Turkish as “hamile” by adding the suffix تا marbuta (i).
**Ilâc** (Drug)

The word "ilâc" (💊) is the infinitive verb of Arabic عَلَجْ (جل) which means to heal the patient (الرَّجُلِ، يُعَلِّجُهُ، to deal with an issue (دواء، دراية) and to review (Omar, 2005: 1537). This word passed into Turkish with the definition of "substance used to cure or prevent a disease" (TDK, 2005: 951). When the use of the word in both languages is examined, it is seen that the word جايل, which has various meanings in Arabic, means only the substance used for therapeutic purposes in Turkish.

**İltihap** (Inflammation)

The word "îltihap" derived from the Arabic verb قَبَضَ (قابض) (to burn, to ignite). And the verb قَبَضَ (قابض) has become قَبَضَ (قابض) by conjugating according to قَبِضَ أَبَابُ (قابض) form. The Arabic word قَبَضَ (قابض) means "to flare up", "to fester" and "to burn". The word "îltihap" that passed from Arabic to Turkish; It means swelling, redness, fever, pain and infection due to excessive blood rush in any part of the body to resist microbes (TDK, 2005: 960).

**İshal** (Diarrhea), Müshil (Laxative)

"İshal" means more frequent and watery stools than usual and disruption of the intestines. The word نَشَال (نحال/ diarrhe) is derived from the Arabic verb نَشَال (نصال) (to be easy). In the Turkish dictionary, this word is explained as "fluidizing, loosening the bowels and diarrhea" (TDK 2005: 1438). The word نَشَال (نحال) is the conjugating according to نَشَال (نصال) of the word Nَشَال (سال) suhâle (to be fluent). Besides, the word "müshil" derives from the same verb and is used as نَشَال (نصال) (loosening, fluidizing) by conjugating according to the form of نَشَال (نصال) muf'il, meaning ism-i fa'il. Furthermore, the word "müshil" means "the drug that activates and cleans the intestines and allows the stool to be expelled easily" (TDK 2005: 1439). This word, which is passed to Turkish, is used in the same sense as it is in Arabic.

**İstifra** (omitting)

The word "îstifra" means "kusma (vomiting)" in the Turkish dictionary (TDK, 2005: 989). The verb فَرَغَ (فراغ) (to empty, to end in) in Arabic has become فَرَغَ (فراغ) by conjugating according to فَرَغَ (فراغ) form, which means request in Arabic grammar. It is also used in Turkish with its meaning in Arabic.

**Kabız** (Constipation)

The word "kabız" is the infinitive of the verb قَبْضَ (قابض), which means to hold something, to catch, to be constipated, to take one’s life (فِضْرُ رَمْح) (Güneş, 2013; Omar, 2008). This infinitive is used to mean "holding, catching" in Arabic as well as "constipation" in medical language. In Turkish, it is expressed as "inability to defecate, anti-diarrhea" (TDK, 2005: 1021). So, it is seen that the word قابض (kabız) in Arabic has shrunk over time and is being used with its meaning in the medical field in Turkish.

**Kalp** (Heart)

The word "kalp" means in Turkish dictionary; 1. A hollow muscular organ that pumps blood into the circulatory system through rhythmic contraction and expansion. In vertebrates, there may be up to four chambers, two atria and two ventricles. 2. Heart disease. 3. Love (TDK, 2005: 1049). In Arabic, the word قَلَبَ (قلب) is the infinitive of the verb قَلَبَ (قلب), which means "to translate, rotate, change, transform". The heart, which is an organ, turns dirty blood into clean blood and performs the verb meaning function. Furthermore, the word heart is used in Turkish and Arabic in other similar meanings, and there are concrete and abstract commonalities related to the word in both languages. The expressions of قَلَبَ (قلب) for "شهرين قلب" (the center of a place), قَلَبَ (قلب) for "قابض قلبي" (to deal with an issue (دواء، دراية) and to review (Omar, 2005: 1537). This word passed into Turkish with the definition of "substance used to cure or prevent a disease" (TDK, 2005: 951). When the use of the word in both languages is examined, it is seen that the word جايل, which has various meanings in Arabic, means only the substance used for therapeutic purposes in Turkish.

**İlaç** (Drug)

The word "ilaç" (💊) is the infinitive verb of Arabic عَلَجْ (جل) which means to heal the patient (الرَّجُلِ، يُعَلِّجُهُ، to deal with an issue (دواء، دراية) and to review (Omar, 2005: 1537). This word passed into Turkish with the definition of "substance used to cure or prevent a disease" (TDK, 2005: 951). When the use of the word in both languages is examined, it is seen that the word جايل, which has various meanings in Arabic, means only the substance used for therapeutic purposes in Turkish.

**İltihap** (Inflammation)

The word "îltihap" derived from the Arabic verb قَبَضَ (قابض) (to burn, to ignite). And the verb قَبَضَ (قابض) has become قَبَضَ (قابض) by conjugating according to قَبِضَ أَبَابُ (قابض) form. The Arabic word قَبَضَ (قابض) means "to flare up", "to fester" and "to burn". The word "îltihap" that passed from Arabic to Turkish; It means swelling, redness, fever, pain and infection due to excessive blood rush in any part of the body to resist microbes (TDK, 2005: 960).

**İshal** (Diarrhea), Müshil (Laxative)

"İshal" means more frequent and watery stools than usual and disruption of the intestines. The word نَشَال (نحال/ diarrhe) is derived from the Arabic verb نَشَال (نصال) (to be easy). In the Turkish dictionary, this word is explained as "fluidizing, loosening the bowels and diarrhea" (TDK 2005: 1438). The word نَشَال (نحال) is the conjugating according to نَشَال (نصال) of the word Nَشَال (سال) suhâle (to be fluent). Besides, the word "müshil" derives from the same verb and is used as نَشَال (نصال) (loosening, fluidizing) by conjugating according to the form of نَشَال (نصال) muf'il, meaning ism-i fa'il. Furthermore, the word "müshil" means "the drug that activates and cleans the intestines and allows the stool to be expelled easily" (TDK 2005: 1439). This word, which is passed to Turkish, is used in the same sense as it is in Arabic.

**İstifra** (omitting)

The word "îstifra" means "kusma (vomiting)" in the Turkish dictionary (TDK, 2005: 989). The verb فَرَغَ (فراغ) (to empty, to end in) in Arabic has become فَرَغَ (فراغ) by conjugating according to فَرَغَ (فراغ) form, which means request in Arabic grammar. It is also used in Turkish with its meaning in Arabic.

**Kabız** (Constipation)

The word "kabız" is the infinitive of the verb قَبْضَ (قابض), which means to hold something, to catch, to be constipated, to take one’s life (فِضْرُ رَمْح) (Güneş, 2013; Omar, 2008). This infinitive is used to mean "holding, catching" in Arabic as well as "constipation" in medical language. In Turkish, it is expressed as "inability to defecate, anti-diarrhea" (TDK, 2005: 1021). So, it is seen that the word قابض (kabız) in Arabic has shrunk over time and is being used with its meaning in the medical field in Turkish.

**Kalp** (Heart)

The word "kalp" means in Turkish dictionary; 1. A hollow muscular organ that pumps blood into the circulatory system through rhythmic contraction and expansion. In vertebrates, there may be up to four chambers, two atria and two ventricles. 2. Heart disease. 3. Love (TDK, 2005: 1049). In Arabic, the word قَلَبَ (قلب) is the infinitive of the verb قَلَبَ (قلب), which means "to translate, rotate, change, transform". The heart, which is an organ, turns dirty blood into clean blood and performs the verb meaning function. Furthermore, the word heart is used in Turkish and Arabic in other similar meanings, and there are concrete and abstract commonalities related to the word in both languages. The expressions of قَلَبَ (قلب) for "شهرين قلب" (the center of a place), قَلَبَ (قلب) for "قابض قلبي" (to deal with an issue (دواء، دراية) and to review (Omar, 2005: 1537). This word passed into Turkish with the definition of "substance used to cure or prevent a disease" (TDK, 2005: 951). When the use of the word in both languages is examined, it is seen that the word جايل, which has various meanings in Arabic, means only the substance used for therapeutic purposes in Turkish.
insan” (a hard-hearted person), سليم القلب for “kalbi selim” (a benign heart) are structures with common meanings in Arabic and Turkish. In Arabic, the phrase من القلب إلى القلب is used as “kalpten kalbe” (from heart to heart) in Turkish, and the phrase من كل قلبي is used as “tüm kalbimle” (with all my heart) without any structural change.

3.2.31. Kitle (كتلة / Mass)
The word "mass" is derived from the verb كَتَ (to imprison, to retain). The verb كَتّل in the form of تفعيل means “to gather”. In Turkish, the word “kitle” is defined as a pathological bag smaller than 20 mm filled with a liquid or semi-liquid substance such as human community and cyst, colloid, fat, and is used in Turkish as it is used in Arabic.

3.2.32. Makat (مقعدة / Anus)
The word "makat" is derived from the verb قَعَدَ (to sit, incapable of doing something). The word مقعدة, which is used to mean "anus" in medical language, was formed by conjugating according to مَفْعَل form. This word is used in the same meaning in Arabic and Turkish.

3.2.33. Merhem (مرهم / Ointment)
The word "merhem" derives from the Arabic verb مَرْهَمَ (apply ointment) (Mustafa & Zeyyât, 1996: 865). The word “merhem” in the Turkish dictionary; it means a soft and thick, oily or non-greasy medicine that is used by applying to the skin, contains many effective substances (TDK, 2005: 1373). In addition, the collocation of "merhem olmak" derived from the word “merhem” means to be a remedy.

3.2.34. Mesane (مثانة / Urinary Bladder)
The verb مَثِنَ means "urine incontinence" and the word "mesane" is derived from this verb. is used in the field of medicine as "urine bag". In Turkish medical language, “mesane” is used to mean “idrar torbası” (urine drainage bag).

3.2.35. Mide (معدة / Stomach)
The word "mide" is derived from the verb مَعَدَ (to deteriorate, to get sick of the stomach (Omar, 2008: 1118)). The word “mide” (stomach) in Turkish means "in vertebrates, the digestive system is the organ where food is made ready for digestion between the esophagus and the duodenum (TDK, 2005: 1932). In addition, this word is used in Turkish with expressions of “midesi almamak/kaldırmamak/kabul etmemek/götürmemek” to mean inability to eat a food or drink, “midesi bulanmak” to mean getting away from comfort, “midesi ezilmek” to mean to be hungry, and “mideyi bastırmak” to mean eating something light.

3.2.36. Muayene (معاينة / Medical Examination)
The verb عَايَنَ has become مَعَايِنَة by conjugating according to مفاعلة form. The word مَعَايِنَة is the infinitive of the verb عَايَنَ (to observe) and رَآه أو شاهده بعينه (to examine in detail) (Omar, 2008: 1587). However, inspired by the Arabic meaning of the word "to observe, to examine carefully", it was referred to as a medical term in Turkish meaning "to investigate whether a person is sick or what a disease is" (TDK, 2005: 1411).

3.2.37. Nabız (نبض / Pulse)
The word "nabız" (نبض; It is the infinitive of the verb نَبِضَ (to move) "movement of the vein" (Güneş, 2013: 1145). The word “nabız”, which is used as a medical term in Turkish, is used to mean "movement in the arteries due to the blood pressure provided
by the heartbeat" (TDK, 2005: 1449). In addition, apart from its meaning passed from Arabic to Turkish, the word pulse is also used in metaphorical meanings with the expressions “nabzına göre şerbet vermek” to mean to adopt one’s thoughts or to gain satisfaction, and “nabz yoklamak” to understand one’s thought.

3.2.38. Nakil (نقل Transfer)
The word "nakil" is the infinitive of the Arabic verb نَقَلَ nakale (to take, to move, to move) (Güneş, 2013, p.1208). This word has the same meanings in Turkish and Arabic as taking from one place and transmitting to another (حوّله من مكان إلى آخر), telling (رواه ، حكاه عنه) and "assignment from one job to another" (Omar, 2008: 2273; TDK, 2005: 1452). Inspired by the verb meaning of the word transplantation, this word is used in the field of medicine to express meanings such as blood transfusion (نقّل الدم), tissue transplantation (نسطة نقّل ا). However, while using the word "nakil" in Turkish for the expression "organ nakli", it is expressed as زرع زرع in Arabic as

3.2.39. Nezle (نزلة Catarrh)
The word "nezle" is derived from the Arabic verb نَزَلَ nezile. The verb نَزَلَ nezile means "falling from above, falling down", (نزل الشيء ، وقع ، هبط من العلو إلى السفل ,) "to rain" (نزل المطر (Güneş, 2005: 1164). Also, the verb نَزِلَ nedile is defined as "to have a cold, to catch cold (نزل الشخص ، أصابه زُكام) and the word نزلة (Catarrh) is the infinitive of this verb. In Arabic, this word used to mean influenza (زُكام) is used in Turkish to mean "flu, illness that occurs with sneezing" (Omar, 2008: 2196; TDK, 2005: 1473).

3.2.40. Nöbet (نوبة Seizure)
The word "nöbet" means "coming back to the same place again, calamity / disaster, etc." It is the infinitive of the Arabic verb نَابَ nâbe which means “come to grief” (Güneş, 2013: 1220; Omar, 2008: 2300). Also, the verb نَابَ nâbe is defined as "to replace someone, take one’s place". "Nöbet" in the Turkish dictionary; It means "row, sequential work, shivering due to illness, high fever" (TDK, 2005: 1481). In the Turkish medical language, this word is used in the syntax of “nöbet geçirmek”.

3.2.41. Nüks (نكس Relapse)
The verb نَكِسَ nukes is the passive form of the verb نَكَسَ nekese, which means “rotate” and “turn upside down” (قَلْبَه و جعل أ). And this verb has the meanings of “relapses of the patient's illness” (أصابتهن ، ووقفت في حالة ( and "bow one's head in shame" (أصابتهن ، وقف على رأسه: طأطأ رأسه ذ). (Omar, 2008: 2282). In Turkish, it is used as a medical term to mean the reappearance of a disease or its return, as it is understood from the verb meaning in Arabic, which means "the reappearance of a situation or event" (TDK, 2005: 1485).

3.2.42. Rahim (رحم Womb)
The word "rahim" is the infinitive of the Arabic verb زَرَعَ rahime, which means mercy (رزقه ، خطفه) (Omar, 2008: 872). This word is called "rahim" in Turkish and is defined as "the gestational organ in the lower part of the woman's body". In other words, it is the place where the child is protected from external factors in this process.

3.2.43. Safra (صفرا Bile)
The word "safra" means yellow in Arabic and is the feminine of the word صفرا. In Turkish and Arabic dictionaries, it is defined as "the bitter yellow fluid secreted by the liver". Because of the yellow color of this secreted liquid, it is called “safra (bile)".

3.2.44. Sakat (سقط Crippled)
The word "sakat" is derived from the verb سَقَطَ sakata, which means "to fall, topple over, to fall down (وقع على رأسه) , to lose the balance and fall to the ground " (وقع على رأسه: رض) (Güneş, 2013: 573; Omar
The word "sakat" is used in Arabic in the meaning of "worthless thing, defect, deficiency (نظامي، نقص) that is of no use to anything (بصرف)" and in Turkish it means "the body is sick or lacking and it is used in medical terminology (TDK, 2005: 685). In addition, this word, which has a corrupt or incomplete meaning, is used with the syntax "sakat bir anlatım" and "sakat bir iş" and the expression "sakata gelmek" is used among the public to mean falling into a trap.

3.2.45. Sara (صرع / Epilepsy)
The word "sara" is the infinitive of the Arabic verb صَرَعَ and this verb has the meanings of صَرَعَ رضى (to knock down), صَرَعَ الموتُ (to die) (Omar, 2008: 1289). In Arabic, the word صْرِعَ means nervous system disorder accompanied by muscle spasm and coma (مرض في الجهاز العصبي وغيبوبة). In Turkish, it also means "a nerve disease manifested by losing oneself and falling to the ground, muscle contraction and mouth foaming" (Omar, 2008; TDK 2005). It is used in both languages for the same disease in the same sense. Inspired by the meaning of the verb form of the word "to knock on the ground, to hit the ground", the disease was named epilepsy due to this disease's symptom during an attack.

3.2.46. Şifa (شفاء / Heal)
The Arabic word شفاء is the infinitive of the verb شفي (healed, cured). It has passed into Turkish with the meaning used in Arabic and is used in sequences such as "şifa bulmak", "şifa aramak", "şifa vermek". In addition to this, the expression "şifayı kapmak" is used in Turkish for the meaning of "hastalanmak" (getting sick). This concept is one of the antonyms. When we get sick in Turkish, we say "şifayı kaptık". Because this expression means hope for healing and pray for healing (Cengiz, 2018: 180).

3.2.47. Tabip (طبيب / Doctor)
The word "tabip" means "doktor (doctor)" in the Turkish dictionary (TDK, 2005: 1880), and derived from the Arabic verb طَبَ (to treat or cure a patient or عَالجه) and طَبَ (الطب معالجة المريض جسميا و نفسيا) and طَبَ (الطب معالجة المريض جسميا و نفسيا). The word طب which is the infinitive of the verb طَبَ, is expressed as the medical profession (Omar, 2008: 1381-1382). This word borrow from Turkish is used in its meaning in Arabic. The word did not change in terms of meaning when borrowing.

3.2.48. Tahil (تَهْلِيل / Analysis)
The verb حَلَلَ hallele, which means "to solve, to resolve (فكّه ، حلّ المشكلة)”, was conjugated according to فَعِيل form. The infinitive of this verb is the word تَهْلِيل. This word means in Arabic and Turkish working from whole to parts (عملية تقسيم الكل إلى أجزاء) and analyzing specific to the fields of medicine and chemistry (خاصّة بالتحليل الطبي و الكيميائي). In the medical field, "tests performed to reveal the patient's problem" are called "tahil". This word is used with syntaxes such as "kan tahiliki", "idrar tahilili" etc. in Turkish.

3.2.49. Tip (طب / Medicine)
The word "tip" in Turkish means "all technical and scientific studies applied to cure, alleviate or prevent diseases, medicine" (TDK, 2005: 1976). The verb طَبَ which means to treat or cure a patient طَبَ (طب) or عَالجه and to heal patients physically and spiritually طَبَ (طب) طَبَ (طب). The word طب which is the infinitive of the verb طَبَ, is expressed as the medical profession طَبَ (طب) (Omar, 2008: 1381-1382). This word borrowed from Turkish is used in its meaning in Arabic. The word did not change in terms of meaning when borrowing.

3.2.50. Uzuv (عضو / Limb)
The word "uzuv" is the infinitive of the verb عَضِبَ which means "to divide into parts (جزأ، فرق أجزاء)" (Mustafa & Zeyyä, 1996: 607). Considering that it is composed of parts and organs, the word عنصر (uzuv), which is the infinitive of the verb عنصر, is used in Turkish. In Turkish, as used in Arabic, it has the meanings of “anat, organ, üye, unsur" (TDK, 2005: 2052).
3.2.51. Veba (وباء / Plague)
The word "وباء" (plague), which is the infinitive of the verb "وبِ،" vebie (to have a plague disease, to be a plague epidemic), is defined in Arabic and Turkish as "a contagious and fatal disease caused by a microbe transmitted from sick mice to human" (TDK, 2005: 2084; Omar, 2005: 2392). It has passed into Turkish with its meaning used in Arabic, and it is used as a medical term in both Turkish and Arabic.

3.2.52. Verem (ورم / Tuberculosis)
The word "verem" is the infinitive of the Arabic verb "ورِمَ," which means "swelling due to an illness." In the Arabic dictionary, the word "ورم" (tuberculosis), is defined as swelling in some tissues of the body, benign or malignant and without any physiological function (Omar, 2008: 2428). This word, which is used as a synonym for the word tuberculosis, in the Turkish dictionary means "febrile and infectious disease caused by the Koh bacillus, which is most common in any organ and in the lungs (TDK, 2005: 2086). It is seen that the word "verem" is used for this disease due to the swelling in the tissues and lymphs, which are symptoms of the disease.

3.2.53. Vücut (وجود / Body)
The word "vücut" (body); It derives from the verb "وَجَدَ," vucide, which means "to find, to obtain, to reach". It is the infinitive of the verb "وُجَدَ," vucide (to be, to exist), which is the passive form of the verb "وَجَدَ." In Turkish, the word "vücut" is used to mean "human or animal body, body" (TDK, 2005: 2099). It is seen that there is a direct relationship between "وجود," vucûd, which symbolizes the existence and existence of the person in the world, and "وجود," vucûd, which means to exist.

3.2.54. Zihin (ذهن / Mind)
The word "zihin" is the infinitive of the Arabic verb "ذَهِنَ," (understand, realize), which means "understood a situation or a subject). As synonyms for the word “zihin” in Turkish, the Arabic-origin words “akıl” and “zeka” are also used (Omar, 2008: 826). In the meaning used in Arabic in Turkish, this word is defined as the whole of mental processes and activities, understanding, comprehension (TDK 2005: 2236). The expressions "تشوّش ذهني" (zihin bulanıklığı), "تعب ذهنيّ" (zihin yorgunluğu) are also common expressions about the mind in Arabic and Turkish.

4. Conclusions

In the research, 54 medical terms that passed from Arabic to Turkish were determined. These terms generally consist of organ and disease terms. Most of the Arabic medical terms used in Turkish have passed without phonetic and semantic changes and generally consist of nouns and infinitives. It is observed that sounds in Arabic but not in Turkish are dropped during word transition. Many of the terms identified are still used in hospitals and among the public. It is observed that there is no meaning shift in the analyzed terms in the transition to Turkish and the following process.

Considering the meaning relations of the words with the root and verb form, it is seen that the words of Arabic origin are related to the meanings of the verbs and nouns they derive. The feature of deriving words from verbs in Arabic is also present in words in the medical field. It is also seen that some words have collocations and are used in metaphorical meanings.

When the data obtained from the research are analyzed, it is seen that the terms have the changes of vowel/consonant, epenthesis, consonant harmony and vowel harmony. In addition, it is seen that some of the detected words did not change the sound.

When the data obtained from the research are analyzed, it is seen that the terms have drooping, vowel derivation, consonant hardening, and vowel harmony. In addition, it is seen that some of the detected words did not change the sound.
When evaluated in terms of meaning relations, it has been observed that there is a narrowing of meaning in the words detected, but besides this, it is seen that some terms are still used in Turkish idioms among the people. Many Arabic medical terms have gained their concrete meanings as well as abstract meanings.

It is thought that the research will shed light on foreign language, lexicology and medical experts for their future studies. It will be useful to know the background of the word in terms of conscious and correct usage of the word using terminology words. In this respect, it is thought that the research will contribute to the field of Turkish, Arabic and medicine.
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